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Thornton Wilder Literary Companion Greenhaven
This compelling volume explores the complexities of adolescent
friendship in John Knowles's A Separate Place. Essays discuss
the life of John Knowles, the role of personal experience in
fiction, how the novel explores the roots of war, as well as
contemporary perspectives on how war in Afghanistan is
increasing bullying among children, and how sports bring joy
despite the realities of war.
Serves as a guide for teachers and non-academic C S Lewis
enthusiasts who lead Lewis study groups. This work covers
chapters that include a biographical sketch of Lewis' life at
the time he was composing the book, including his influences. It
also contains a "For Further Reading" bibliography of books
related to the book under discussion.
Each vol. is divided into 2 parts 1st-7th ed.: Dictionary
catalog and Classified catalog; 8th-9th ed. have 3rd. part:
Directory of publishers.
Celebrates the American writer who in his works confronted and
explored the social fabric of the United States in the early
20th century. More than 500 entries include synopses of his
novels, short stories, and nonfiction; descriptions of his
characters, details about family, friends, and associates.
Issues of Censorship, Student Choice, and Popular Literature
Reading Stephen King
Readings on Thornton Wilder
Countercultures and Popular Music
School Library Journal
SLJ.

The uniquely thematic approach of this resource will help
teachers and librarians identify pertinent works of modern
drama for students, and will enhance readers' understanding
of these works. Ninety-nine plays are discussed, covering a
broad range of works spanning more than a hundred years.
Essays examine the creation of "West Side Story", analyzing
and interpreting the piece as both a play and a film.
Although the sciences have long understood the value of
practice-based research, the arts and humanities have tended
to structure a gap between practice and analysis. This book
examines differences and similarities between Performance as
Research practices in various community and national
contexts, mapping out the landscape of this new field.
The Baltimore Waltz, Vogel's most personal play, centers
around the memory of a loved one lost to AIDS; the other
plays include, Desdemona, The Oldest Profession, And Baby
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Makes Seven, and Hot 'n' Throbbing.
Our Town
Purposes, Problems, and Possibilities
People Hunting People on Film
Forthcoming Books
The Most Dangerous Cinema
Readings on The Red Pony
Includes an examination and criticism of Lee's "To Kill a Mockingbird," as well as
in-depth biographical information.
Essays provide a brief look at the life of Thornton Wilder and examines the play
"Our Town."
Depicts a period when widespread poverty, hunger, and misery were assuaged by
innovative public programs and the arts
This collection of essays focuses on Mark Twain scholarship and how it has
evolved from about 1900 to 2000, with a particular emphasis on critical excess in
the last two decades.
Thematic Guide to Modern Drama
Companion to Literature
Teaching C. S. Lewis
Senior High School Library Catalog
The Matchmaker
War in John Knowles's A Separate Peace

This book aims to both describe and analyze the way Steinbeck learned the
writing craft. It begins with his immersion in the short story, some years after he
stopped attending Stanford University. Aside from a weak first novel, his
professional writing career began with the publication in 1932 of The Pastures of
Heaven, stories set in the Salinas Valley and dedicated to his parents. From that
book he wrote truly commanding stories such as The Red Pony. Intermixed with
Steinbeck’s journalism about California’s labor difficulties, his writing skill led to
his 1930 masterpieces, Of Mice and Men, In Dubious Battle, and The Grapes of
Wrath. The latter novel, winner of the Pulitzer Prize for Fiction in 1940, led
eventually to his being awarded the Nobel Prize for Literature in 1962. He
continued producing such wide-ranging works as The Pearl, East of Eden, The
Winter of Our Discontent, and Travels with Charley up to just a few months
before his death in 1968.
’Counterculture’ emerged as a term in the late 1960s and has been re-deployed
in more recent decades in relation to other forms of cultural and socio-political
phenomena. This volume provides an essential new academic scrutiny of the
concept of ’counterculture’ and a critical examination of the period and its
heritage. Recent developments in sociological theory complicate and
problematise theories developed in the 1960s, with digital technology, for
example, providing an impetus for new understandings of counterculture. Music
played a significant part in the way that the counterculture authored space in
relation to articulations of community by providing a shared sense of collective
identity. Not least, the heady mixture of genres provided a socio-cultural-political
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backdrop for distinctive musical practices and innovations which, in relation to
counterculture ideology, provided a rich experiential setting in which different
groups defined their relationship both to the local and international dimensions of
the movement, so providing a sense of locality, community and collective identity.
This encyclopedia features an informative introduction that surveys the history of
the short story in the United States, interprets the current literary landscape, and
points to new and future trends. --from publisher description.
Notes includes life and background, list of characters, OUR TOWN genealogy,
brief plot synopsis, summary & critical commentaries, character analyses, critical
essays, suggested essay questions, related research project and selected
bibliography.
The Great Depression
Reconsidering Contemporary Twain Criticism
America, 1929-1941
Readings on To Kill a Mockingbird
Midamerica
The Essential Criticism of John Steinbeck's of Mice and Men
Presents in-depth biographical information about Edgar Allan Poe as well as
interpretations and criticisms of Poe's short stories and their themes.
"This play is a rewritten version of the play "The merchant of Yonkers" which was
directed in 1938 ..."--P. [4].
A collection of essays examining Wilder's works
First published in 1937, Of Mice and Men has been a staple of American literature
ever since. Divided by decade, The Essential Criticism of John Steinbeck's Of Mice
and Men provides an overview of criticism over the 70 years the book has been in
print. Michael J. Meyer has assembled significant articles and book excerpts from
critics and reviewers, citing the early book reviews and highlighting some of the
most significant essays. While not all critical studies are included, those
assessments not present in the text are evaluated by summaries and their
bibliographic citations are given. The essays express various critical approaches,
including those that criticize the book and examine what some consider the book's
flaws. Ideal for research work at all levels, this volume collects in one place the
most significant contributions to the study of the novel, making it a welcome
addition to the canon of Steinbeck criticism.
Tennessee Williams's The Glass Menagerie
English and American Studies
Thornton Wilder and the Puritan Narrative Tradition
Readings on Our Town
A Literary Life
Party of the Century

"Fresh examination of the works of Thornton Wilder emphasizing
continuities in American literature from the seventeenth through
twentieth centuries. Sees Wilder as a literary descendant of
Edward Taylor who drew from the Puritan worldview and tradition.
Includes indepth readings of Shadow of a Doubt, The Trumpet
Shall Sound, and others"--Provided by publisher.
“[Wilder's] finest and most beautiful novel. . . . Spanning two
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continents and several generations, it begins as a murder
mystery and goes on to tell a story, at once dramatic and
philosophical, about the range of human courage, aspirations,
steadfastness, weakness, defeat and victory.” — New York Post
This beautiful edition of Thornton Wilder’s renowned National
Book Award–winning novel features a foreword by John Updike and
an afterword by Tappan Wilder, who draws on unique sources as
Wilder’s unpublished letters, handwritten annotations, and other
illuminating documentary material. At once a murder mystery and
a philosophical tale, The Eighth Day is a “suspenseful and
deeply moving” (New York Times) work of classic stature that has
been hailed as a great American epic. Set in a mining town in
southern Illinois, the novels centers around two families
blasted apart when the patriarch of one family, John Ashley, is
accused of murdering his best friend. Ashley's miraculous
jailbreak on the eve of his execution and his subsequent flight
to South America trigger a powerful story tracing the fates of
all those whose lives are forever changed by the tragedy: Ashley
himself, his wife and children, and the wife and children of the
victim.
A collection of critical essays on Steinbeck's story discusses
themes, characters, and structure, and considers film
adaptations of the tale.
This fully revised and updated edition includes twelve new
chapters on contemporary topics such as ecological democracy,
Native studies, inquiry teaching, and Islamophobia. The Social
Studies Curriculum, Fourth Edition updates the definitive
overview of the issues teachers face when creating learning
experiences for students in social studies. The book connects
the diverse elements of the social studies curriculum—civic,
global, social issues—offering a unique and critical perspective
that separates it from other texts. Completely updated, this
book includes twelve new chapters on the history of the social
studies; democratic social studies; citizenship education;
anarchist inspired transformative social studies; patriotism;
ecological democracy; Native studies; inquiry teaching;
Islamophobia; capitalism and class struggle; gender, sex,
sexuality, and youth experiences in school; and critical media
literacy. All the chapters from the previous edition have been
thoroughly revised and updated, including those on teaching
social studies in the age of curriculum standardization and highstakes testing, critical multicultural social studies, prejudice
and racism, assessment, and teaching democracy. Readers are
encouraged to reconsider their assumptions and understanding
about the origins, purposes, nature, and possibilities of the
social studies curriculum.
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Tennessee Williams's A Streetcar Named Desire
Social Studies Curriculum, The, Fourth Edition
Theory and Practice
A Novel
100 Great American Novels You've (probably) Never Read
El-Hi Textbooks & Serials in Print, 2005
Readings on Thornton WilderGreenhaven Press, Incorporated
Presents a collection of critical essays on the play that analyze its
structure, characters, and themes.
Discusses using King's works in the classroom
In 1966, everyone who was anyone wanted an invitation to Truman
Capote's "Black and White Dance" in New York, and guests included
Frank Sinatra, Norman Mailer, C. Z. Guest, Kennedys, Rockefellers, and
more. Lavishly illustrated with photographs and drawings of the guests,
this portrait of revelry at the height of the swirling, swinging sixties is a
must for anyone interested in American popular culture and the lifestyles
of the rich, famous, and talented.
Readings on West Side Story
Trifles
Mapping Landscapes for Performance as Research
The Baltimore Waltz and Other Plays
The Fabulous Story of Truman Capote and His Black and White Ball
A Literary Reference to His Life and Work

Presents a collection of ten critical essays on Williams's play "A Streetcar Named Desire"
arranged in chronological order of publication.
Das ganze Studium der Anglistik und Amerikanistik in einem Band. Ob englische und
amerikanische Literatur, Sprachwissenschaft, Literatur- und Kulturtheorie, Fachdidaktik
oder die Analyse von Filmen und kulturellen Phänomenen führende Fachvertreter geben
in englischer Sprache einen ausführlichen Überblick über alle relevanten Teildisziplinen.
BA- und MA-Studierende finden hier die wichtigsten Grundlagen und Wissensgebiete auf
einen Blick. Durch die übersichtliche Darstellung und das Sachregister optimal für das
systematische Lernen und zum Nachschlagen geeignet.
Presents a synopsis, author sketch, and critical commentary for each of one hundred
novels which were published during the 20th century and which today remain largely
unknown.
People hunting people for sport--it's an idea both shocking and fascinating. In 1924
Richard Connell published a short story that introduced this concept to the public
zeitgeist, where it has remained embedded ever since--as evidenced by the many big- and
small-screen adaptations and inspirations. Since its publication, Connell's award-winning
"The Most Dangerous Game" has been continuously anthologized and studied in
classrooms throughout America. Raising questions about the nature of violence and
cruelty, and the ethics of hunting for sport, the thrilling story spawned a new cinematic
subgenre, beginning with RKO's 1932 production of The Most Dangerous Game, and
continuing right up into the new millennium with 2004's The Eliminator. The Most
Dangerous Cinema examines in-depth all the cinematic adaptations of the iconic short
story, with each film chapter containing the following subsections: "Synopsis," "How
'Dangerous' Is It?," "Analysis," "Production History," and "Credits." Photos, a
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bibliography, and four appendices ("Almost Dangerous Games," "Dangerous Game
Shows and Deadly Diversions," "Dangerous Alien Games," and "Television Adaptations
and Inspirations") are included.
American Book Publishing Record
The Eighth Day
Critical Companion to John Steinbeck
Bulletin of the American Iris Society
Including Related Teaching Materials K-12
Readings on the Short Stories of Edgar Allan Poe
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